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The ancient roman
GODS

Jupiter, also known as Jove, is the chief Roman deity. With his enormous power, he is said
to rule the light and the sky. The eagle is his sacred animal and the thunderbolt is his
identifying weapon. Called dies pater, or “shining father,” he is the protector of laws and
the state, and the Romans believed that Jupiter guarded their city. The Romans
worshiped him as Jupiter Optimus Maximus. This name referred not only to his rule over
the gods and the universe but also to his power to make laws, control the realms and
speak through oracles. The Romans considered him the equivalent of the Greek god,
Zeus, and in Roman art and literature, Zeus is given the name Jupiter. Jupiter was also the
Roman god of justice which is where the phrase “By Jove” comes from. Sacrificial
offerings to Jupiter included the ox (castrated bull), the lamb, and the wether (castrated
ram). It was important that these sacrificial animals were white.

JUPITER THE KING OF GODS

Carrying a trident with three prongs, Neptune rode a horse or a dolphin and ruled the
sea. He was first to be recognized in Roman mythology as being associated with water
around 399 BC. His wife was Salacia and his brothers were Jupiter and Pluto. The Romans
also worshiped him as the god of horses, under the name Neptunus Equester. His
counterpart among the Greek gods was Poseidon who formed the Greek trinity of Zeus,
Hades, and Poseidon.

NEPTUNE THE GOD OF THE SEA

The three sons of Saturn, namely Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto, divided the world up
between them. The sky and the sea went to Jupiter and Neptune respectively; the
underworld was handed to Pluto. He is monogamous and is not believed to have had a
child. He represents the positive aspect of the god who presides over the afterlife and his
Greek counterpart is Hades.

PLUTO THE GOD OF THE
UNDERWORLD

Cupid, the god of erotic desire, love, attraction, and affection, is the son of Mars and
Venus. Eros is his Greek counterpart. Cupid is often seen with a bow and arrow which is
considered to be the source of power that induces affection and desire in the person
the arrow strikes. The god of love has Psyche as his consort. He is winged because those
in love are thought to be able to fly. He became a familiar figure during the Middle Ages
when under the Christian influence he represented the dual love of earth and heaven. A
sleeping Cupid in Renaissance art signifies the absence of love and desire. Cupid’s
power to cause people to fall in love plays a major role in different mythical stories.

CUPID THE GOD OF LOVE

